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Ramona gave a summary of things she learned when talking to folks about possible QEP ideas 

• Learning labs are going through growing pains and may not be positioned at this time to 
contribute to QEP 

• SLS showed interest in being part of QEP. Open to lots of ideas but SLS is not interested in being 
mandatory because its success is partially because it a choice on the part of the student. 

• Dayla and Ramona have been attending campus management meetings to raise awareness of 
the QEP process and marketing strategies and looking for cooperation at the campus level. 

Ramona and Susan discussed Susan joining QEP as a consultant to the marketing committee 

Susan gave a presentation “just a thought” 

1. Tagline – strengthen your core – strong essential skills create successful students  (Marketing 
idea; “can you say this 5 times fast?” 

2. Proposed Welcome Back Plan Sports Themed: “Rock Star Package” to get everyone involved 
(tailgate bbq, wear fav sports team clothing, famous sports guy, signup sheets). This is the 
kickoff for the QEP not really the QEP marketing initiative that will happen after the kickoff 

3. We are team BCC  

Steering Committee approved proposed concepts and initiatives and gave the marketing committee and 
consultant the go ahead to move forward. 

We don’t want to focus on a small group of students but we do need to focus on a small group for 
assessment purposes. 

Ramona discussed her data analysis of FTIC and DFIW students and found a group of overlapping 
courses that represent a variety of disciplines and would be easy to track. 

Phil discussed the original QEP survey results and focused on a two pronged approach that would 
include faculty and student development.  He searched QEPs that were similar in scope to ours and 
found that they were rejected by SACS so he expanded the search to included centers for teaching and 
learning excellence. This also dovetails with a goal of Dr. Ritchey’s which is to create centers to improve 
student learning. 

Barbara discussed the 3 main ideas in her concept which included Academic Skills, College Success Skills, 
and Goal Development Skills (Career Center, MAI) 



Laura mentioned that whatever we do we need to push it out to students rather than have students 
come to it. For instance, creating centers… 

Others chimed in…Text messages to students. FB messages to students, test for computer skills,  

Laura went on to describe her plan which included Cross training as many employees as possible and 
assign each one (5?) a few students to mentor through their BCC journey. Staff could get a vacation day 
incentive; faculty could get MCC,  In addition we could do a series of boot camps designed by faculty and 
staff to teach the soft skills that are included in her plan. Then the third part would develop academic 
coaches and tutors, vet qualified participants and embed them as in classes and labs (incentives?) 
scholarships? 

Nursing does something like this called springboard to success that we can use as a model. 

Donna talked about tutoring opportunities – faculty coaches, embedded peer tutors, intensive tutoring. 
Need a space design that is conducive for tutoring. Called office hours “tutoring hours” and students 
flocked to her during office hours. Central area where students can come and either engage or do 
homework with a resource available in case they have questions. 

Vicki talked about the success of her tutoring pilot. She proposed coming up with some kind of incentive 
for the students even if it is just some percentage points to their overall grade. Had an Olympic theme 
that rewarded ribbons and at the end a certain number could be traded in for a bronze, silver or gold 
medal. She is attending train the tutor training next week. 

Ramona summed up 4 recurring themes in everyone’s plan 

1. Centralized resources 
2. Personal trainer 
3. Workshop component  
4. Tutoring 

Identify the courses to include in the QEP and then work with the faculty to develop which tutoring 
scenario would work for them and then implement.  We need to develop a list of tutoring best practices 
(Donna’s, Vicki’s, ) 

Julie’s focus was to focus on students who tested in to all three prep courses. What are you going to do 
with those people in terms of skill development? We need to identify the target before we do more 
research on the framework areas.  

We need to develop short term and long term goals. Maybe as a start we could identify some 
workshops that are tied to certain courses; e.g., prep students should take study skills workshops during 
the semester.  Other course might consider a time management workshop.  

Bump up registration date as an incentive for students meeting certain milestones.  

First we need to identify the focus group… 



FTIC gets a personal trainer who has been trained to know about all the BCC services for students, if 
you’re signed up for an SLS class you have to take these certain workshops, tutoring system with 
incentives (early registration) and embed tutors. Could we come up with a pool of students who would 
be willing to do this (service learning hours or scholarship?) We could let faculty know about the list of 
embedded students and let the faculty contact them. 

Best practices and literature searches to be done by new folks to be involved in the process. Also we 
need to bring in resident experts to do the work with oversight from the steering committee. 

FTIC 

1) personal trainer (allow faculty to self select) 
2) sls workshops 
3) tutoring 
4) centralized resources (could be best practices that could be utilized by faculty or resources that 

students could utilize them, MAI, teaching and learning center ideas (Karen Eisenhower, Mark 
McBride) 

Next steps – recruit – offer 200 dollars to write the white paper. 

2 for each area – maybe 4 for the tutoring? 

QEP welcome back activities will be planned over the summer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


